the supposed reconciliation over the twentieth century of a 'market economy with a fair [, cohesive] and decent society'. In order to foster these values, Howard noted in his speech that the time was ripe 'for root and branch renewal of the teaching of Australian history in our schools, both in terms of the numbers learning and the way it is taught'. 'For many years', he commented:
it's been the case that fewer than one-in-four senior secondary students in Australia take a history subject. And only a fraction of this study relates to Australian history. Real concerns also surround the teaching of Australian history in lower secondary and primary schools.
Too often, Australian history has fallen victim in an ever more crowded curriculum to subjects deemed more 'relevant' to today. Too often, it is taught without any sense of structured narrative, replaced by a fragmented stew of 'themes' and 'issues'. And too often, history, along with other subjects in the humanities, has succumbed to a postmodern culture of relativism where any objective record of achievement is questioned or repudiated.
Part of preparing young Australians to be informed and active citizens is to teach them the central currents of our nation's development.
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Reactions to Howard's speech were both predictable and contradictory. Julie Bishop, the new Federal Education Minister, supported her leader, indicating that her preference was for an American-style of school teaching that emphasised nationalism. 4 Conservative historian, Professor Geoffrey Blainey, said on national television that there were 'a lot of basic things that I think students should [know]'
including the democratisation of Australian society. 5 Professor Stuart Macintyre, interviewed on the same program, noted that 'we would all agree that we need to do more to restore history, but we need to make sure that that is open to diverse viewpoints and that it is not simply an exercise But this, too, was in a way political rhetoric. And Howard's notion of a structured narrative could not be reduced to rote learning and dates. He was advocating a single story, Whigish in character, as the core of the Australian saga. Some regrettable things may have happened along the way but 'on balance' -a key theme in his speech -this was a tale of progress and general prosperity. Given the general marginalisation of history in Australian educational and cultural institutions, however, historians and teachers of all persuasions were forced to agree with the Prime Minister, even, as did Macintryre, with reluctance. As in other countries, 7 such a debate launched journalists into searches for members of the public who could confirm, in this case, Howard's grave doubts about the health of historical knowledge without questioning the very nature of that knowledge.
In recent years public debates have emerged in many western societies about the role of history in national culture and society, the responsibilities of historians as interpreters of the past and questions of ownership of and participation in history.
Anxieties about levels of historical literacy often focus on formal education systems since, from the twentieth century, these have been one of the principal means by which societies pass on the cultural heritage.
To date, evidence relating to the extent of interest in and public knowledge about history in this country is contradictory. Between 1978 and 1995 there was a sixty-six percent decline in the number of students taking Higher School Certificate history in NSW. 8 But syllabi in NSW and elsewhere have made history and civics mandatory in junior years. 9 We are told that Australians know fewer of the 'facts of history' than they did in earlier generations despite speculation and disagreement about the nature of facts and the core set of facts of Australian history if there is such a thing. Yet popular venues where people interact with or make their own pasts are expanding.
Indeed, there is an increasing obsession with the past both personally and in a range of public forums, especially within political debate and in an increasing number of arenas in popular culture. 10 Shifting or unstable histories led Prime Minister Howard to say in 1996 that
Australian history was being 're-written' and taught 'as a basis for obsessive and consuming national guilt and shame'. He criticised a 'Black Armband' interpretation which he claimed was pervasively 'distorting... the facts of history'. 11 His
Government insisted on a celebratory historical perspective that told 'the story of [all] our people… broadly constituting a scale of heroic and unique achievement against the odds'. 12 Howard put it this way in his Sir Robert Menzies lecture:
This black armband view of our past reflects the belief that most Australian history since 1788 has been little more than a disgraceful story of imperialism, exploitation, racism, sexism and other forms of discrimination.
I take a different view. I believe that the balance sheet of our history is one of heroic achievement and that we have achieved much more as a nation of which we can be proud than of which we should be ashamed.
13
In January 1998 the NSW Premier Bob Carr argued that a shared knowledge of a common set of 'facts of history' would bind Australians of diverse backgrounds together. For Carr, it was the responsibility of educational institutions to strengthen their teaching of these specific 'facts'. 14 After the pilot, we successfully applied for ARC funding to undertake a larger investigation over three years from 1999. Louella McCarthy was appointed project coordinator and twenty-six part-time research assistants conducted and coded a national survey involving 350 telephone interviews (199 women and 151 men) which provided the core study as well as 150 face-to-face interviews. 17 Given the length of the questionnaire -which took around fifty minutes to answer -respondents were self-selecting. This was inevitable given its nature and scope. 'Australians and the Past' is thus a major study of historical consciousness in Australia around the beginning of the twenty-first century. Its context is a society in a highly conservative political climate experiencing considerable change, due to globalisation and the information revolution, that affects how we understand the very basis of social knowledge. Factors such as increasing levels of education and extensive migration have had a significant impact on our understanding of the past.
There is an assumption, clearly articulated by Prime Minister Howard in 2006, that
Australians' knowledge of history arises from formal teaching and officially endorsed accounts of the past. This rests on a view that we passively imbibe the lessons we receive from education and official contributions to public commemoration and memory-making. This notion, however, is contradicted by research in Canada that suggests that family and community knowledge which students bring into the classroom determines how they respond to formal history at school. 18 This Canadian study is one of a very few which started to investigate the role of community and family learning in shaping the way the general public understands the past while We did Australian history in years 3, 4, 5,6, 7, 8 and 9. It was boring. I would rather watch paint drying. 22 Defenders of history responded in knee-jerk fashion, invoking the mantra that the study of history has intrinsic value. But they did not immediately point to the role of poor curriculum development which allowed students to revisit similar content over seven years. Such an over exposure to gold rushes and Gallipoli would have deadened the interest of the most ardent student of the past.
History education in schools, as one of the many rooms in the house of history, has its own specificities. As Carmel Young has reminded us, school-based history is mainly 'concerned with the production of learning' as opposed to knowledge. 23 Reflections on past experiences in schools can also be influenced by later experiences and changing historical sensibilities.
'Our own backyard'
In their northern American study, Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen detected a gap between 'history' and 'the past'. This reflected a seeming divide between the academic discipline of History -with a capital H -as opposed to histories which were personal, local or communal. This was apparent in responses about history in schools in our Australian survey. One respondent recalled that:
We were taught a lot of dates… we should have done more work on enthusiasm for the subject that they went on to become school history teachers. 'I had two high school history teachers', one remembered, who both loved history. They went into it in great depth. It wasn't just a job.
They took you on a ride and got you interested. They were animated and made it interesting. I took it on board and went with it.
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'not pushing a barrow'
At times respondents' attitudes towards 'History' could be contradictory. A preference for the personal past was sometimes blurred with a desire for the authority that can stem from academic history. Some respondents gave a high ranking to their connectedness with history in school while giving a low rank to the trustworthiness of high school history teachers and visa versa. At least one respondent appears to have conflated teacher trustworthiness with a passion for the subject. One Chinese-born man in his early forties had once trusted textbooks: 'In China history was taught only from books… teachers would read it out'. But after moving to Australia he had lost his trust in these sources of history. 43 For most respondents, books -or more precisely textbooks -play the same role as objects do in museums. Ideas and interpretations, the stuff of which academic historians claim to be an essential component of fine history, are at the very least suspect. Safety and reassurance is found in history's building blocks -the 'facts'. In the United States, such history has earned the disparaging label 'drag net history' based on the tag line of the star of the detective show Dragnet: 'The facts, mam, just the facts'. While in one sense contradictory, this might also be seen to relate to the dichotomy between 'History' and the past. Capital 'H' history is esoteric, arcane and associated directly with academics who were ironically seen to be well supported experts whose job it was to know the past -or their specialist areas thereof -and who were rated as being far more trustworthy than history school teachers. (Only fourteen per cent of survey respondents placed history teachers in the 'most trustworthy' category while thirty-three per cent put academics in this ranking.) As David
Lowenthal has put it, this discipline-based, rarified past is a foreign country. 44 The past, alternatively, seems to be a country in which people feel at home. 45 If history is to be successfully reinstated into school curricula, the issue of the relationship between 'interpretation' and 'facts' will need to be addressed. Some see this as a role for academic historians. But an even larger issue is that of reasserting the authority of history educators in not only education bureaucracies but in society. This will require gaining broad acknowledgement that there are a multiplicity of historical practices, all equally valid, that involve different skills, knowledges and audiences.
All of these overlap but one of them is school-based history. It will also necessitate developing a common understanding of history as an activity that is personal, literary and contingent.
History teachers and the academy
As part of the Australians and the Past project, Anna Clark undertook a small but significant survey of history teachers across parts of eastern Australia. As with the response about hight school history to the national survey, teachers were clearly aware of a divide between their profession and academic historians. The academy was often perceived to facilitate scholarship and research and academics were expected to pursue these activities with rigour. Conversely, while 'noting the different expectations between school and academic history', the schoolteachers who Clark interviewed also seemed particularly responsive to academic ideas and wider discussions about history. Observations about the state of history in Australia were common, as were comments about changing historical methodologies. All interviewed talked about the complexity of teaching different 'voices' or perspectives of the past. This seems to be reflected in difficulties teachers have noted elsewhere in teaching Indigenous history, for example, where many are conscious of problems of cultural and historical perspectives. In other words, while noting differences within the historical discipline, the teachers regarded themselves as practicing historians. This alignment, this recognition of connections within the discipline, was much stronger amongst the teachers than any sense of difference between academic and school history. 46 These teachers, however, were drawn from the elite ranks of the teaching profession.
All were highly active in history teaching associations and passionate about the past.
Many teaching history in Australian high school classrooms do not have formal history qualifications. A similar situation in the United States gave rise to the joke -Q: What do you call a history teacher? A: Coach. 47 Some respondents to the general survey had a sense that history teaching and indeed school teaching in general 'was better in the old days'. 48 There was an unrealistic notion, too, that both an objective standard of history teaching and an objective body of historical knowledge existed which in some ways had slipped in recent times. Such anxieties need to be set in a broader context.
The economic crash of the late 1980s which led into the 1990s recession and paved the way for a strong conservative political environment saw the rise of vocational courses. History was not perceived to be either vocational or glamorous and the number of students taking history went into steep and rapid decline. With its tweed coat status, which it has yet to shrug off, commentators were asking: is history in schools 'last year's model? Is it old hat? Has it a future?'. 49 History as a discipline was also incorporated into the nationally endorsed Studies of Society and Environment (SOSE) curriculum. SOSE lacked a clear focus on history in the primary curriculum which may have had flow-on affects in high school. At the secondary level, particularly in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory, South
Australia and Victoria different modes of syllabus implementation and curriculum paradigms had a negative impact on the study of history. 50 History survived though the number of students taking history in secondary school have recovered slowly and unevenly (see Table 1 ). But along the way rifts between academics and secondary school history teacher became apparent. During 1998, Alan
Ryan -an academic at the University of Notre Dame, Australia -asserted that history teachers were a major factor in the nationwide crisis that history was facing. The 'simple fact', he claimed, 'is that children are being introduced to history by people who know nothing about it'. 51 Ryan's intervention sparked a heated debate. History educators and others accused academic historians of presuming to understand how the discipline of history operated in classrooms. Carmel Young, who was lecturing in history education at the University of Sydney, rightly noted Ryan's 'failure to comprehend the distinctiveness of school history'.
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A National Inquiry into School History, funded by the Commonwealth Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs, commenced in September 1999. 53 It was in part a response to Australia's 'history wars' but it was also influenced by a number of overseas inquiries during the 1990s into historical consciousness and standards. The most substantial of these was the 1996 survey of the European Union entitled Youth and History. 54 The Inquiry documented and analysed the seeming declining interest in history in schools across the country, especially the study of Australian history. 55 heritage, local history and other kinds of popular history were booming in the rest of the community. Once it had been the other way about: a generation or two ago history was considered something that children ought to learn but which they might safely forget once school was over. Now it seemed, Mum and Dad were urging their offspring to forsake history for computer studies at the very moment they were taking up genealogy themselves. 56 Davison's concerns over the plight of history in schools reflected his desire in part to restore historians to their once honored role as expert and to stem the 'calculated assault on historical memory'. He pragmatically conceded that in order to achieve this, historians may have to swim with the sharks, those denizens including politicians who wish to use nationalism  an inherently conservative ideology  to instill patriotism and civic pride in an age of rapid change and perceived external threats.
And he acknowledged that such an enterprise would be difficult given that history is by its very nature 'unbounded, unstable and controversial'. The mechanisms identified by Davison for restoring history's place in the culture, however, were problematic. Citizenship, for example -then fashionable -was presented as an important vehicle:
The teaching of history, many historians will say, should have wider goals than the promotion of citizenship; but civic education remains the best chance in this generation for reclaiming a small share of the school curriculum for history. Once it is back there, enlightened teachers may shape the curriculum along more generous lines to promote a history that exercises the imagination as well as the memory, embraces the world as well as the nation, and inculcates hope for the future as well as reverence for the past. with its core activity being the provision of professional development for history teachers across the country. While extremely active, the broad impact of the NHP is yet to be determined.
Student responses
While school students were not part of the Australian and the Past national survey the questionnaire was administered to sixty school children. Half were in regional New While these high school students were much harder on their teachers than the respondents to the national survey-perhaps reflecting the immediacy of their experience as well as contemporary issue in high school history such as overly large classes -their comments and anecdotes echoed those in the national survey. Some students felt more assured of history which had 'hard facts and objects to back it up'. 60 One student mistrusted teachers 'because… [they] can only say what they have been taught and from their textbooks'. This respondent was, however, forgiving noting in their defence that 'teachers are only humans'. 61 Things familial and familiar provided much more stronger connections to the past though these categories did not necessarily exclude academic history. For one student respondent, his family story tellers were his grandparents. Through them he learnt about 'about the war'.
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Relationships between different people and knowledges clearly have meanings for teaching methodologies. These are employed in a range of pedagogical programs and strategies, for example with Indigenous people, but such activities are far from universally utilised in Australian classrooms. 63 In a remarkable response an
Aboriginal school girl wrote that her mother and grandmother passed on stories in her family which largely concerned 'our past and our race'. This happened at family gatherings. It was in this context that she felt most connected to the past since her mother and grandmother 'know more about our history and you feel comfy around them'. 64 In terms of the impartation of history, it seems that the family is the site where most people feel at home with the past.
65

Conclusion
Underlying contemporary conservative arguments about the teaching of history in secondary schools in an assertion that there is an objective, knowable past that all
Australian citizens own, whether they like it or not. It is a past populated by politicians -mostly male and notable Prime Ministers -sporting heroes, heroic animals, comfortable aspects of popular culture and wars. And it is a past created around a conservative populism. Tall poppies, especially left-wing intellectuals or aloof elites, are cut down; dissent or critique of government is branded unAustralian;
and class, gender, ethnicity, sexuality and disability are marginalised. 'Ordinary' citizens are lauded. In conjuring up a nostalgic view of Australian history, the Prime
Minister is playing to a constituency which has little understanding of History on the one hand and on the other wants History to confirm their vision of how Australian society came to be as it is and should be in the future. Thus Howard's desired textbook version of Australian history is part of the culture wars which have spread anew into schools. Resistance to this brand of history in the classroom, where historical understandings and knowledges are far more complex than the Prime Minister suggests, could at one level be read as a healthy reaction to indoctrination.
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